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INTRODUCTION

Laws that protect the environment and public health are notoriously 
dependent on data-intensive analyses to inform the setting of protective 
standards, effluent limits, licensing decisions, and enforcement prior-

ities. Thus, technological innovations in sharing, collating, and analyzing 
data—particularly in the wake of advanced forms of artificial intelligence 
(AI)—hold the promise of revolutionizing this sector of administrative law.1 
Regulatory projections that in the past could only be done, at best, by hand 
in resource-intensive ways can now be completed quickly and cost-effectively 
using algorithmic tools. For example, machine-learning models can make 
predictions on the toxicity of individual, “mystery” chemicals by process-
ing all available data on related chemical structures to provide a predictive 
portrait of the potential risks of these new chemicals.2 Existing data on air, 
water, and soil pollution can be assembled to yield community assessments 
of past and predicted future pollutant loads that direct regulator attention to 
neighborhood hot spots, inequities, and even potential facility violations of 
existing legal requirements.3 Product manufacturers’ mandated submissions 
of one-off, “adverse effects” occurring post-market can be synthesized by 
sophisticated computational tools to identify those products that warrant 
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immediate attention by regulators.4 And that is only the beginning.
Yet, is the administrative state truly ready to make use of these new, 

sophisticated computational tools in accountable and rigorous ways? At 
first blush, the answer would seem to be a resounding “yes.” Given admin-
istrative law’s foundational commitment to deliberation, reason-giving and 
expertise, this particular part of our legal system seems well-positioned to 
make excellent use of these tools for the public good.

However, a deeper look at the scaffolding of administrative requirements 
and the resulting incentives reveal some areas of concern. In this article, we 
provide a critical analysis of administrative law as it applies to “algorith-
mic tools,” and locate some pockets of significant misalignment between 
administrative law and the effective, accountable and even innovative use 
of algorithmic tools. Specifically, we identify a potentially wide gap between 
what agencies should do based on elemental best practices for the account-
able use of algorithmic tools, and what agencies are likely to do under the 
directives of administrative law.5 

But the incentives implicit in administrative law may be even more prob-
lematic. Rather than encourage and reward agencies that employ best prac-
tices to ensure the accountable development and use of algorithmic tools, 
in some regulatory sectors, administrative law sometimes tacitly rewards 
agencies for developing and using algorithmic tools that are opaque and 
potentially biased. We argue that, at the very least, the guiding hand of 
administrative law is not pointing agencies in the right direction.

Our paper unfolds in three parts. In the first part, we collect some emerg-
ing, consensual principles on best practices for the publicly accountable 
development and use of algorithmic tools for informing policy. In the second 
section, we explore administrative process using a kind of troubleshooting 
approach to assess how well its legal requirements map against these best 
practices, particularly when algorithmic tools are used to inform agency 
decisions that are judicially reviewable. We identify a number of counterpro-
ductive incentives emerging from this mapping exercise. In the third section, 
we offer recommendations for reform. 

One important qualification bears mention before proceeding. Since the 
administrative state is vast and tends to resist generalization, we focus on 
the use of algorithmic tools in public health and environmental regulation, a 
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focus that is justified in part because it is an important area of social regula-
tion for which advanced computational tools are expected to be particularly 
beneficial.6 Within this topic area, we then narrow our focus still further by 
examining agency use of algorithmic tools that inform or create binding 
rules subject to notice and comment, and judicial review. The added scrutiny 
of stakeholders and courts under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) 
would seem to present one of the best cases for judging how well the law is 
currently situated to encourage the accountable use of these technologies.7

I. ALGORITHMIC TOOLS: ACCOUNTABILITY 
RISKS AND BEST PRACTICES

At least since the Cold War, modeling and algorithms have 
been instruments used by regulatory and government decision-mak-
ers in a variety of beneficial (and not so beneficial) ways.8 More than 

a half-century ago, space and military agencies began to utilize mechanistic 
and statistical models—often implemented through algorithms—to optimize 
trajectories, fuel, energy, and other variables.9

While the use of algorithmic tools to support governmental activities 
have been steadily increasing for decades, significant advances in data sci-
ence, particularly the emergence of advanced artificial intelligence/machine 
learning (AI/ML) algorithms, such as deep learning or natural language 
processing, along with exponentially more data and processing power is 
becoming transformative. However, unlike mechanistic models that describe 
the inputs and outputs of a phenomena using rules developed by humans 
with an in-depth knowledge of the phenomena in question, the application 
of advanced forms of AI/ML generate the rules “on their own” from large 
amounts of data.10  As a result, these AI/ML models “lack explainability at 
a fundamental level,” presenting serious accountability challenges when 
used for policy.11 

Given important differences between the more “inscrutable” advanced 
AI algorithms and older, more intuitive models and associated algorithms, 
many researchers have focused their sights exclusively on the intersection 
between these newer AI/ML technologies and the law. But in at least some 
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parts of the administrative state, the core challenges facing the new wave of 
AI/ML are different, albeit only in degree, from the long-standing account-
ability challenges posed by complicated mechanistic models and associated 
algorithms. Because all of these tools offer algorithmic representations meant 
to approximate reality, most members of the public, their representatives, 
and even policymakers cannot make sense of their results without consid-
erable education and assistance.12

To ensure that we do not slice the problem too narrowly, for the purposes 
of this paper we investigate the use of what we call “algorithmic tools” more 
generally, focusing mainly on advanced forms of AI, but also including ele-
mental forms of ML, mechanistic models, and all algorithms that are used 
to support and inform policy.

A. Accountability challenges for algorithmic tools
One of the primary concerns about algorithmic tools, old or new, is the 
challenge they create for democratic processes. Without rigorous public 
and expert oversight, algorithmic tools can obscure important decisions and 
discretionary choices from public view, introduce bias, be rife with errors, or 
ultimately constitute Trojan horses that make it possible for privileged stake-
holders to hijack the administrative process. The lack of multidimensional 
and interdisciplinary mechanisms to guide the development and imple-
mentation of these tools will not only inhibit early detection of these risks, 
but could invisibly undermine democratic decision processes themselves.

Yet meaningful public involvement in overseeing the development of 
these tools is challenging, due to the technical difficulties involved in eval-
uating the tools and their outputs, the lack of in-house expertise, and the 
absence of enabling structures necessary to participate effectively. Affected 
stakeholders, particularly thinly financed groups attempting to protect the 
interests of the broader public, may run up against a “computational wall” 
that prevents them from penetrating the algorithms and underlying policy 
choices incorporated into a tool developed by an inner circle of well-financed 
stakeholders and agency staff.  But even some insiders may find themselves 
lost in the source code, unable to extract even the most basic questions the 
modeling process was designed to answer.13 

If anything, these concerns are magnified for AI/ML tools because 
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advanced AI algorithms are inherently “black boxes” that discern patterns 
and make predictions in ways that cannot be intuitively understood or 
explained in the same way as more basic algorithmic tools.14 Moreover, 
in contrast to mechanistic  or statistical models, advanced forms of AI/ML 
typically include a new, active group of experts who are more sophisticated 
in applying data science techniques but who can be inexperienced in the 
phenomena in question. This is further complicated by the fact that there 
exists a wealth of discretionary choices that need to be made at all stages of 
the algorithmic tool’s development.

Scholars have addressed some of these concerns through the principle 
of algorithmic accountability.15  Since participation is a core component of 
administrative decision-making, a constant lodestar for the use of these 
algorithmic tools is that the high tech tools must be used in ways that are 
accountable to the public.16 Yet, to be meaningful, democratic accountability 
in the use of algorithmic tools requires not only public direction and engage-
ment, but also unbiased expert review to assess the technical integrity and 
policy fidelity of the tools on behalf of the public. This dual oversight by both 
experts and the general public is vital to ensuring that algorithmic tools are 
developed in ways that minimize the aforementioned risks and advance the 
broader public interest.17

Two rather obvious challenges arise for agencies in meeting this 
accountability goal for algorithmic tools. First, in contrast to the default 
assumption that “sunshine is the best disinfectant,” there is general agree-
ment among commentators that, with respect to most algorithmic tools, it 
is not enough to simply provide a kind of “fishbowl” transparency18 or open 
access to effectuate meaningful public engagement.19 Rather, given the 
high costs of making sense of the technical tools, a much more elaborate 
translation effort is needed to solicit needed guidance and feedback from 
a range of different participants in the development and use of algorithmic 
tools, including expert review.20

Second and relatedly, because the algorithmic tools are complex, there 
are likely to be more obstacles to ensuring that this engagement includes the 
full range of affected parties (experts and public). Diverse scrutiny is vital to 
science21 and is also vital to public policy. Given the many judgments embed-
ded in algorithmic tools, it is essential that all affected public stakeholders 
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and diverse experts (and not simply a small subset of well-financed stake-
holders) be involved in the identification and development of these tools 
on behalf of the public.22 Only by leveraging the participation of diverse 
stakeholders can these otherwise inscrutable tools be developed and eval-
uated in rigorous ways that fulfill fundamental principles of accountability. 

B. Best practices to enhance accountability
So, from high altitude, what practices are needed to guide the design, 
development, and utilization of algorithmic tools so that they may be used 
accountably?23 The actual design of the ideal institutional architecture 
needed to support diverse and meaningful engagement with experts and 
the public, not surprisingly, has been a work in progress for decades.24 But 
the emergence of advanced forms of AI/ML, their data requirements, and 
the proprietary nature of some of the resources used  in their development 
makes the challenges inherent in this endeavor more acute.

By synthesizing the literature, including early recommendations for 
ensuring the accountability of mechanistic and statistical models by the 
National Academies of Science, we endeavor to extract some preliminary 
“best practices” in order to establish a multidimensional framework for the 
development and use of algorithmic tools that provide a kind of “account-
ability by design”25 (see Figure 1). At base, these best practices insist on struc-
tured and carefully explicated steps throughout the tool’s development and 
use, which help ensure meaningful engagement with experts and the public 
from “the start.”26 This explication also spotlights underlying substantive 
policy choices to advance public engagement.27
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Figure 1: Representation of a framework for developing accountable algorithmic 

tools that rest on general best-practice principles

Best practices not only insist on fishbowl transparency and the clear 
explication of choices throughout the development of algorithmic tools, 
but also the comprehensive documentation of how a model was assembled, 
and the roles played by authors and participants throughout development 
of the tool.28 Since model development involves so many different players, 
an elaborate provenance statement (how it was developed, by whom, the 
levels of review, and the conflicts of interest at each step)29 is vital to allow 
various public and expert audiences to assess the integrity of the process, 
as well as ensure adequate deliberation and oversight at key steps in the 
modeling process.

These best practices also require that the needed explications and 
choices reach two audiences—expert data scientists, and policymakers and 
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the public.30 Excellent data science practices will not suffice to ensure the 
accountable use of algorithmic tools. For example, an impeccably developed 
AI model from a data scientist’s perspective might still fail best practices if the 
catalog of key choices (e.g., the purpose of the model and its generalizability, 
how it will be evaluated) are not explained in ways that link the model to 
policy goals and policy consequences. Conversely, a clearly explained policy 
purpose for an AI model might still lack needed direction for data scientists, 
leading to problematic drift in how the model is developed and used. Expli-
cations are essential, but they are also tricky given the multiple audiences 
occupying this thick interdisciplinary space.

1. SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN OF THE TOOL
Real need made explicit: Since algorithmic tools seek to answer a question 
or solve a problem in the policymaking process, it is vital that a proposed 
tool’s purpose, goals, and decision criteria be identified explicitly at the 
start of its development.31 Thus a clear statement of the policy purpose and 
concept of the algorithmic tool should be accessible to a variety of affected 
groups in order to provide a meaningful democratic deliberative process.32 
In the absence of such a public statement, the algorithmic tool’s framing and 
purpose becomes more malleable and open-ended in ways that create the 
opportunity for significant sources of bias and counterproductive “tweaking” 
to creep in.33 

Discipline-inclusive framework: The development of an algorithmic tool 
must also be open to alternative disciplinary approaches. The risk associated 
with a lack of inclusiveness is that a small set of stakeholders or experts, 
well-versed in a single approach to addressing the issue, might monopolize 
the process, thus inhibiting the work of other disciplines that have already 
addressed similar issues. 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOOL
Approach and design framed appropriately: During the development pro-
cess, the selection of algorithms and data will be based on a range of sources 
that can include raw policy preferences, scientific theories, empirically iden-
tified associations, and statistical computations.34 For our analysis here, it 
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is only important for readers to appreciate the best practices the agency is 
expected to use to explain and justify these numerous consequential deci-
sions for scientists, the public, and lay policymakers. While it becomes dif-
ficult to explicitly detail the algorithmic logic that underlies AI, particularly 
for advanced forms of AI, emerging fields such as explainable AI can be used 
to lay bare a model’s decision “pathway,” using such tools as visualizations 
and ranking features based on their pivotalness in the model.35 Standards 
organizations such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the Inter-
national Standards Organization (ISO), and many others provide important 
guidelines and certifications for making software technically and universally 
“accountable” for the benefit of society.  

Code and data sets must be transparent: Although fishbowl transparency is 
not sufficient for the accountable use of algorithmic tools, it is nevertheless 
necessary. The underlying purpose and specification statements, source 
codes, data sets, user guides, and other information should all be easily 
accessible for both the public and experts alike in order to allow them to 
reproduce outputs, test individual modules, and compare or benchmark the 
tool against other possible solutions or outputs36. To ensure this “library” 
of publicly available information is useful in practice, agencies must make 
a distinction between what is essential material and what is non-essential 
material (and identify what different types of audiences might consider 
essential). Note that when source codes and data sets are proprietary or 
confidential, it will be even more critical to focus attention on comprehensive 
provenance statements and reasoned transparency.37

Underlying (i.e., training) data must be reliable: The limitations of data, 
including the training data, must be carefully detailed, and the justifications 
for specific data choices made clear. Biased or distorted training data will 
obviously bias the resulting model.38 When privacy or other forms of confi-
dentiality may limit the training data that is publicly available, creative tech-
niques must be developed to ensure adequate public and expert oversight. 
For example, sampled or anonymized versions of the data can be provided 
in addition to results of statistical analyses and visualizations. Furthermore, 
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when fishbowl transparency is not possible, provenance statements and 
reasoned transparency must be made even more elaborate and perhaps even 
certified by oversight bodies with full access to code and data.

Recommended scope of application: The range of applications for which 
the algorithmic tool was originally created must be carefully and accessibly 
explained. This explication of the generalizability of the tool determines 
the range of issues to which it reliably applies.39 For example, if the training 
data only considers a subset of the population, then this limitation should 
be considered in determining how the tool is used for policy and compre-
hensively documented.

3. EVALUATION METHODS AND OUTPUT
Accessible evaluation results: The process for evaluating the algorithmic 
tool—which could take many forms—is a vital feature of its development that 
“continues throughout [its] life.”40 Evaluation processes and results, as well 
as the underlying algorithms and data sets, must be made transparent so that 
stakeholders can benchmark outputs against other alternatives, including 
currently applied mainstream processes. As Kroll et al. point out, “Trans-
parency and after-the-fact auditing can only go so far in preventing unde-
sired results.”41 A lengthy chapter on evaluation of models in the National 
Academies’ Models report recommends that evaluation of algorithmic tools 
include both ex ante and ex post commitments that bind the evaluation 
process in advance.42

Documented utilization: The specification of a real need and the eventual 
utilization of the tool are first and last stages of the best practices. Accord-
ingly, the public (and expert peers) should be able to locate and trace how 
the tool is used to affect regulatory outcomes and determine whether those 
uses are appropriate. This is particularly important if the tool’s role in the 
regulatory process is not well defined, thus potentially compromising mean-
ingful public input and oversight. 

A number of algorithmic tools are currently developed in the “sandbox” 
or behind closed doors; some of these trial-and-error models may ultimately 
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“slip in” to inform policy.  It is critical that all algorithmic tools be subject to 
a rigorous evaluation that includes transparency and provenance require-
ments, as well as a rigorous evaluation and an identification of how these 
tools meet the best practices.43

II. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS AND 
ALGORITHMIC TOOLS: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Given this vital role of best practices to guide the use of algo-
rithmic tools in agency decisions, how does administrative law 
encourage agencies to make the best use of them, including for 

advanced forms of AI? After offering orientation to administrative law, we 
discuss how these principles fit within the demands of administrative law, 
with a primary focus on algorithmic tools that inform or support agency 
rules. This could include, for example, complex risk assessment models used 
to estimate safe levels of a pollutant or AI-generated predictions of toxicity 
that lead to regulatory restrictions. (Indeed, the tool may even constitute a 
rule itself.)

We find that while existing law allows agencies to use AI and related 
algorithmic tools to inform regulatory decisions,44 the law does a poor job 
of guiding the agency’s development and incorporation of these algorithmic 
tools into policymaking in constructive ways.45 We thus join a growing chorus 
of scholars who observe a “substantial mismatch” between existing admin-
istrative process and “the technical demands of algorithmic oversight.”46 At 
the same time, while we do not mean to understate the particularly difficult 
“explainability” problem at the intersection of AI/ML and the law,47 our anal-
ysis reveals that this is not a wholly new problem, but rather a more difficult 
permutation of an existing, long-standing challenge to the agencies’ use of 
complex technical evidence.48

This section begins with a quick refresher on how administrative process 
works. We then discuss how existing legal oversight and accountability mecha-
nisms not only fail to require agencies to detail out the best practice structures, but 
serve to impose a series of deterrents that could even undercut agency efforts to 
use algorithmic tools in accountable ways that advance public-benefitting goals. 
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A. Primer on administrative process
The administrative state is premised on a set of processes that seek to hold 
agencies accountable to the public, despite the fact that agency officials are 
unelected.  Two features—democratic deliberations and reason-giving—are 
particularly critical to ensuring the legitimacy of agency decisions.49

The Administrative Procedure Act of 1946 establishes the basic frame-
work for inculcating these democratic goals into agency decisions.50 Under 
the APA, agencies’ promulgation of binding rules requires the agency to 
publish a notice of proposed rulemaking in the Federal Register and, at a 
minimum, solicit written comment from the public concerning the merits of 
its proposal. Commenters who find their submitted concerns insufficiently 
addressed can then challenge the rule in court, arguing that the rule is 
“arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance 
with law.”51

Public participation in notice and comment thus plays a fundamental 
role in ensuring the accountability of agency rulemakings and the underlying 
analyses (see Figure 2).52 Participants can not only challenge agencies in 
court but can send fire alarms to elected officials in Congress and the White 
House encouraging them to intervene. Additionally, participants can, and 
often do, play additional, more informal roles in providing key information 
and resources (such as models) to inform the agency’s formulation of the 
proposed rule.53

Figure 2: The stages of participation in agency rulemakings
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As a result of this procedural design, agencies are typically careful to 
ensure that they have adequately anticipated and responded to critical 
substantive comments relating to their analyses and rules.54 Agencies also 
generally take care in the final rule to provide the “reasoning” that supports 
contested features, since a failure to provide this “reasoned decision-mak-
ing” can lead the rule to be reversed and remanded.55 While courts tend to 
be quite deferential to the agency’s explanations of its ultimate decision, 
some courts do take a “hard look” to ensure the responses are adequate.56

Because the role of public commenters is so important to the substance 
of the rule, and also because much of the information the agency needs to 
fulfill its mandate rests in the private sector—often with the industries it reg-
ulates, administrative deliberation tends to be open-ended and dynamic.57 
There are generally no requirements that restrict the agency from working 
closely with stakeholders, including a subset of stakeholders, in developing 
the rule proposal. 

Finally, under existing administrative process, political appointees or 
even the Office of the President can shape the rules (as well as other agency 
policies), even if they are based on highly technical evidence and analysis.58 
While the political influences likely apply only to the most significant rules and 
policies, much of the political intervention occurring during the analysis and 
rulemaking processes is invisible.59 Criticisms of the Trump administration, for 
example, detail very specific examples of the White House reaching down into 
the technical features of the analyses supporting rules and policy decisions.60

B. Areas of slippage and misalignment between the 
law and best practices
Process requirements of “democratic deliberations” and “reason-giving” 
seem well-suited, in the abstract, to encouraging the rigorous and account-
able use of algorithmic tools for rulemakings. Ideally, the agency will include 
in their “reasons” structured information about the analytical steps (e.g., 
framing, choices, evaluation) and the provenance of the tool (e.g., model). 
Ideally, too, democratic deliberations will involve a full mix of participants 
at each of the key stages of a tool’s development to ensure that the agency 
is accessing all of the relevant information and subjecting its choices to 
rigorous and diverse oversight.
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But, as we detail below, not only is the “ideal” not required in prac-
tice, there are reasons to worry that, as currently designed, administrative 
processes might actively discourage agencies from engaging in best prac-
tices in order to survive and navigate the adversarial and often convoluted 
rulemaking process.

This abstract-sounding misalignment between the legal framework and 
the technical tools is not simply an academic worry, either. As the model 
development process and underlying algorithms become opaque to out-
siders, well-financed stakeholders are better able to hijack the agency’s 
agenda, dominating the analytical process and obscuring the many choices 
embedded within an algorithmic tool. Without a structured process for 
developing the algorithmic models and quality standards for underlying 
data sets, the agencies themselves may become rudderless and reactive to 
political and stakeholder pressures, allowing resulting algorithmic tools to 
be laden with errors and inadequate methods for evaluation. And, as noted, 
fishbowl transparency in these circumstances provides minimal protection 
since the high-tech tools require considerable expertise and resources. Yet 
even this fishbowl transparency is not always ensured, given the occasional 
proprietary claims surrounding some data sets, source-code, and other 
features of the algorithmic tools.61

1. REASON-GIVING 
A central pillar guiding the work of agencies under the APA is the require-
ment that agencies provide reasons for their decisions and supporting analy-
ses, and this reason-giving has been vigorously enforced by the courts. Courts 
have made it plain that in trying to extract these reasons (and hold agencies 
to account) they are endeavoring to motivate the agency not only to conduct a 
rigorous analysis to justify its work, but to do so ex ante—before the decision 
is made. As one of the early cases reminded agencies—reason-giving ideally 
should not amount to post hoc rationalization.62

But mapping this legal reason-giving aspiration against the ideal use 
of algorithmic tools exposes several sources of misalignment between the 
law and the real world of algorithmic modeling and other AI-based tools.

As an initial matter, reason-giving is generally oriented towards explain-
ing the output or final “proposal” offered by the agency (the “what”), rather 
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than explaining and defending the rigor of the agency’s analytical process 
underlying the rule (the “how”).63 Accordingly, the agency generally is not 
expected to explain how it develops a model—such as the process it used 
to develop the framing, choice of data, algorithms, and model selection. 
For example, in justifying why its emission limit for chemical tank farms is 
scientifically and legally sound, the Environmental Protection Agency will 
detail its comprehensive research of the relevant technological studies and 
its analytical decisions of how that evidence supports its legal standard. 
But the actual decision process itself—for example, the steps in framing its 
analytical work, which stakeholders the agency consulted at each step, the 
role of political officials at each step, and the role and selection of indepen-
dent peer reviewers—is rarely detailed.64 While occasionally the integrity of 
the agency’s decision process itself (the how) is given a “hard look” or even 
cataloged as positive attributes of the agency’s decision,65 courts reverse 
agency rules only based on APA-triggered requirements, like providing a 
rulemaking record or offering an opportunity to comment.66

If reason-giving stopped short of demanding a type of stepwise explica-
tion of the underlying analysis, particularly for complex AI model develop-
ment processes, the consequences might not be terribly problematic. Agency 
staff might still follow best practices voluntarily, engaging experts and the 
broader public at each step of the process.67 But, as detailed below, adminis-
trative law actively discourages agencies from incorporating this structured 
process in its decisions for a number of overlapping reasons; in fact, agencies 
are sometimes legally better off avoiding this careful explication work.

How could this be?
First, under administrative law, agencies that do develop and follow 

a structured decision process—what Kevin Stack and Gillian Metzger call 
“internal law”—can find themselves more vulnerable to APA challenges 
rather than less. 68 Among the reasons for this counterintuitive result is that 
these added procedures become additional attachment points that can be 
used against (but not explicitly in favor of) the agency’s decision. As Stack 
and Metzger document, “[t]hrough several different doctrinal routes, courts 
have gradually occluded the APA’s openings for internal administrative law 
and transformed internal measures into externally enforced constraints.”69 
Some of these internal law structures may be challenged outright as “notice 
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and comment rules” that require their own APA-compliance as legislative 
rules.70 Other internal procedures may be characterized as legally binding, 
with agency deviations leading to actionable “noncompliance.”71

Second, the enforcement of the reason-giving requirement in practice 
rests on an “on demand” approach that operates ex post, in reaction to errors 
or gaps, rather than ex ante to encourage excellent deliberative processes for 
the development and use of these tools.72 One cannot claim the agency vio-
lated the APA by publishing a proposed rule without sufficient explanation 
(or reasons); that claim can only occur after the final rule is published and 
the agency still has not explained the challenged facts or choices after being 
prodded with specific comments to do so. If the agency’s decision process 
itself lacked structure in unreasonable ways or was difficult to re-create, this 
is outside the range of challenges allowed under the APA.73 Reason-giving, 
in terms of the actual, enforceable requirements, is hence “episodic” rather 
than comprehensive, predictable, and far-reaching.74

Third, only comments raised during notice and comment can be liti-
gated.75 As elaborated next, if the comments are one-sided, so will be the 
oversight of the agency’s reason-giving. Regulatory participants that work 
with the agencies to develop algorithmic tools—or offer private tools to save 
the agency the trouble—may be the only commenters engaged in a rule. 

Finally, “[f]orego[ing] clarity and publicity in order to avoid having to 
defend their policies and decisions, or to preserve maximal room to maneu-
ver in the future” offers a number of discretionary advantages to agency 
decisions that might tip the balance towards taking full advantage of these 
various reason-giving loopholes.76 Political operatives, as well as agency 
managers, will appreciate that less structure means more elbow room to 
accommodate squeaky wheels, whoever they are. Moreover, as long as the 
focus is on substance and not process, the possibility for ends-oriented (post-
hoc) rationalizations become more likely. If the algorithmic tool is producing 
unwelcome results, for example, political officials could intervene in ways 
that alter the way the tool is implemented, developed, or how the tool is 
explained. There are generally no barriers to protect against this rigging of 
the technical analysis when the White House has an interest.77
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2. DEMOCRATIC DELIBERATIONS
Even if the development and use of algorithmic tools occurred without 
best-practice types of explications and structures, the APA seems well-suited, 
at least on paper, to bring skepticism to bear from diverse parties. Not only 
must the agency publish its proposal and accompanying analysis (e.g., 
choice of algorithmic tools, data sets) for review by all members of the public, 
including experts, but it must “consider” these comments under threat of 
judicial review. Thus, in theory, rigorous public engagement should catch 
significant bias, manipulations of algorithmic processes, incompetence, 
poor framing choices, and other agency indiscretions.

But, in practice, the APA-mandated process falls quite short of ensuring 
this diverse oversight.78 Instead of conditioning rules on truly “democratic 
deliberation,” administrative process requires agencies to only provide 
an opportunity for stakeholders to voluntarily review and comment on an 
agency’s analysis and proposal. There are no subsidies to ensure this par-
ticipation represents all affected interests. The agency is also not required 
to reach out and solicit the input of unrepresented groups, much less certify 
that participation has been comprehensive and diverse. 

Hence, when the costs to participate grow too high, some subsets of 
participants—particularly those who are thinly financed, like many public 
interest groups—drop out of the process.79 As a result, the “democratic” 
oversight of agencies in practice can operate on a type of pay-to-play system. 
Those who can afford to engage become active and influential participants; 
those who lack the expertise, time, or resources are unrepresented in notice 
and comment, and their interests can be ignored. Even during judicial review, 
courts do not consider whether public participation was diverse or generally 
representative; the court focuses instead on the particularized challenges 
lodged by the litigants before it.

Abstract worries that the resulting notice and comment processes might 
be afflicted with significant democratic deficits is borne out in empirical 
research. A number of empirical studies of rulemakings identify a “bias 
towards business” that runs throughout the rulemaking process.80 Industry 
groups tend to dominate and sometimes monopolize both the development 
of the rule proposal, and the notice and comment process. See Figure 3.

These risks of a democratic deficit are particularly acute for agency 
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decisions supported by algorithmic tools.81 Theorists have long noted how 
the “costs” and “complexity” of the regulatory issues directly affect the types 
of participants who can realistically engage in regulatory deliberations.82 As 
the costs or complexity of the decision or supporting evidence rise, certain 
affected groups will find they can no longer afford to participate.83 With-
out concerted educational programs and outreach, as noted in Section I, 
algorithmic tools will generally not be amenable to input or review by these 
nonexperts. 

But the passive approach to participation can lead to even more dramatic 
biasing effects on the development of complex algorithmic tools. First, based 
on the courts’ “logical outgrowth test,” which they have read into the APA, 
agencies understand that if comments and deliberations reveal that material 
changes are needed to its initial proposal, the agency must re-start the notice 
and comment process over in order to ensure meaningful opportunities for 
participation.84 From the agency’s perspective, then, it is far better to propose 
a rule that is effectively complete at the initial “proposal” stage than risk 
being blind-sided during notice and comment.85

Shrewd agencies eager to get a rule through the legal process will find 
that they can limit these litigation risks if they reach out to stakeholders—par-
ticularly litigious, vocal stakeholders—early in the decision process in order 
to anticipate and address the major concerns in advance, to minimize the 
risks of judicial review.86 (This technique may be equally useful for agency 
policies not subject to strong APA requirements since it helps placate some 
concerns by political appointees.) Administrative law does not restrict these 
types of pre-proposal deliberations or even require agencies (in most pro-
grams) to log these early-stage communications. “Negotiating” algorithmic 
choices, data choices, evaluative metrics, and other algorithmic features with 
a subset of stakeholders before a rule is proposed is thus fully in bounds of 
administrative law.87

Second and more perverse, if the agency’s proposal is effectively incom-
prehensible in ways that alienate or unduly raise the costs to thinly financed 
stakeholders’ ability to make sense of the proposal, the APA’s unintended 
response is to reward (rather than sanction) the agency with fewer comments 
and litigation risks.88  As just discussed, a number of affected groups can find 
themselves priced out of these rulemaking deliberations precisely because 
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the costs of making sense of the agency’s convoluted algorithmic processes, 
choices, and analysis is simply too high. But in a pragmatic sense, their 
inability to participate translates to fewer legal vulnerabilities for the agency. 
In Bending the Rules, Rachel Potter documents how agencies sometimes do 
act strategically by drafting rule proposals and underlying analyses in ways 
that make them more inscrutable to outsiders.89

Finally, those groups that do participate in the regulatory deliberations 
have the opportunity to exert disproportionate influence over the agency’s 
analysis and reasoning as a result of the law’s requirement that the agency 
“consider” all submitted comments.90 Precisely because there is no limit to 
the number and size of these comments, participants can (and sometimes 
do) take advantage and strategically inundate the agency with minutiae, 
ends-oriented critiques, and even prepare their own, alternative analyses, 
which, in the case of AI tools, could involve introducing their own preferred 
AI-based model choices, algorithm implementations, and training data sets, 
as well as the utilization of proprietary modeling packages.91 Battles over 
each individual piece of code or each data set launched during notice and 
comment thus threaten to overwhelm and drown out more fundamental 
problems with the algorithmic tools that are in need of input and critique, 
including even the purpose of the algorithmic tool itself.92 These “blun-
derbuss” techniques by strategic stakeholders have the added benefit of 
making the agency’s analyses and algorithmic tools still more convoluted 
and inaccessible to outsiders.

3. EXPERT REVIEW
Expert peer review provides another partial corrective, in theory, to guard 
against some inscrutable and biased algorithmic tools used to inform regula-
tion. While expert peer reviewers have no business making the many public 
choices embedded in algorithmic tools—like how and how much to spend 
protecting the public from risks—these experts can be (and have been) quite 
valuable in extracting the numerous junctures occurring within a model 
that necessitate public guidance and input, which might have otherwise 
escaped public scrutiny.  Expert review is also helpful in isolating occasions 
in which the model’s algorithms, data sets, or design may lack sufficient 
documentation or drift from consensual scientific standards. As a result of 
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these contributions, expert peer review has become a central ingredient for 
most of the agencies’ technical decision-making and could play a helpful 
role in overseeing some algorithmic tools as well (although identifying the 
relevant types of experts may be more difficult).

But, once again, the law governing a slice of this external peer review—
formal expert advisory panels are governed by the Federal Advisory Com-
mittee Act (FACA)—provides room for political manipulation of technical 
decisions, including algorithmic tools.93 This occurs because the selection of 
scientists for these peer review panels, as well as many of the initial decisions 
to create (or continue) external science advisory panels and to frame their 
charges, rests ultimately with political officials.94 And, although in general 
it appears this political control has not been abused, that is not always the 
case.95 The Trump administration even terminated or limited the role of 
expert panels when their views were expected to expose flaws in politically 
crafted technical analyses supporting a preordained regulatory decision.96

4. UNDERUTILIZATION 
Even if the development and use of algorithmic tools may sometimes drift 
away from best practices in worrisome ways, the resulting algorithmic tools 
might still offer vital analyses that, while not perfect, are better than noth-
ing.97 But again, administrative law produces disappointments since, in prac-
tice, administrative law is structured to encourage agency underutilization, 
rather than overutilization, of these tools.  More specifically, agencies can be 
sued for promulgating “arbitrary” rules, but if the authorizing statute does 
not specify deadlines, the fact that the agency does nothing is generally unre-
viewable.98 The resulting risks of underutilization seem particularly acute for 
algorithmic tools because they require more choices, experimentation, and 
risk that are vulnerable to challenge.99 The “reason-giving” requirements 
of administrative law can be used strategically against algorithmic tools to 
capitalize on ways that they are always “wrong” and hence contestable, 
particularly when the referee is a nonexpert court.100 In an administrative 
law system that does not “require” the use of algorithmic tools on behalf of 
the public, but subjects the agencies that do attempt to develop these tools 
to unlimited forms of critical attack by well-financed groups that stand to 
lose from the innovation, the rational course for agencies is clear.
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As a result of these reinforcing legal costs, the “sandbox” of experimen-
tation, particularly advocated for with AI tools, is more likely to become a 
graveyard of big data projects that could not survive the firestorm of critical 
commentary.101 Algorithmic processes that have the capacity to be of great 
value in advancing public goals—e.g., identifying environmental hazards and 
potential violators—may be especially discouraged, at least when their use runs 
against the interests of well-funded stakeholders. For example, at least four 
separate regulatory programs in the environmental and public health arena 
require “adverse events” reports occurring post-market on drugs, chemicals, 
pesticides, etc., from manufacturers.102 Yet despite evidence that these adverse 
events reports are historically insufficiently analyzed by staff due to a lack of 
resources, none of the relevant agencies—except an early pilot effort at FDA—are 
preliminarily exploring the use of tools like AI to assist in screening them.103 
Indeed, despite the many touted applications of AI to environmental and public 
health decision-making, the ACUS study identified only one EPA use of AI (out 
157 government-wide projects)—for the CompTox Chemicals Dashboard.104

5. MAYBE IT WILL ALL WORK OUT OK ANYWAY?
This grim account of perverted reason-giving and a democratic deficit aris-
ing from the design of administrative law may not always come to pass. The 
agency is still filled with experts who are likely to try to persevere regardless 
of the legal impediments.105 On the other hand, understaffing, political 
interventions, and attrition of top officials reveal that civil staff is not an 
automatic, magic ingredient to the successful, appropriate, and fair use of 
algorithmic tools.106

Additionally, in some settings there will be sufficient variation among 
participating stakeholders to lead to much more robust deliberations, includ-
ing over algorithmic tools. Once the participants are diverse and vigorous, 
the opacity surrounding algorithmic tools is more likely to yield to the light 
(and the courts), as the warring participants debate specific features.107 But 
even if this constructive adversarial scrutiny occurs in some rules, it might 
not change the agencies’ decision process across all rules (including those 
involving one-sided participation). 

Finally, it is possible that many valuable uses of algorithmic tools 
by agencies will occur outside of the rulemaking context. However, this 
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possibility offers less, rather than more reason for comfort since it means 
that the deliberative, reason-giving requirements of administrative process 
might be circumvented altogether.  Well-financed, organized stakeholders 
may find it even easier to exert control over the use of algorithmic tools in 
settings where the agency is not required to solicit public comment.

III. REFORM AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our analysis identifies a number of ways that administra-
tive law appears ill-prepared to encourage the accountable use of 
algorithmic tools, at least in environmental and public health reg-

ulation. These findings, which are consistent with those of other scholars, 
reinforce the need for legal attention.108

In this section, we suggest a suite of reforms designed to adjust mis-
aligned legal requirements and provide support for agency excellence in 
the use of algorithmic tools.

A. Top down: Best practices encouraged
The preliminary best practices outlined in Section I draw on early and emerg-
ing consensus on how algorithmic tools should be developed and used to 
inform policy. Yet, as discussed, current legal interpretations of the APA are 
not only silent on, but inadvertently work to tacitly discourage agencies from 
instituting these best practices in the development and use of algorithmic 
tools.

At first blush, the most straightforward reform for this problem would 
simply be to require agencies to follow these best practices in their develop-
ment and use of algorithmic tools. However, there are numerous reasons why 
imposing more legal requirements on agency practices, particularly in this 
dynamic and technical area, are ill-advised.109 Most significant is the risk 
that legal requirements will be co-opted by well-financed parties as added 
attachment points for litigation that distract and wear down the agencies. If 
agencies are already discouraged from innovating with algorithmic tools in 
part due to concern about added legal vulnerabilities, creating more man-
datory requirements will not help the situation. Mandating best practices 
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also raises very real dangers of an ill-fitting, one-size-fits-all approach to this 
fast-moving area of data science that might inhibit creativity and innovation. 
Or, still worse, the legal requirements themselves might be crafted by politi-
cians with an aim to bias the process in unaccountable ways from the start.110

1. LEGAL REWARDS FOR BEST PRACTICES
Instead, we advocate legal rewards for agencies using best practices in a 
meaningful and rigorous way that count only in favor of an agency’s analysis 
and not against it. One possible reform along these lines is an amendment to 
the APA that would direct courts to be highly deferential—perhaps a “man-
ifestly erroneous” standard—when the agency convincingly demonstrates 
it developed an algorithmic tool in a way that engaged publics and experts 
meaningfully on the key choices.111 (Statutory interpretation questions would 
obviously remain unaffected.)

The agency’s showing of an “accountable decision process” would thus 
serve as an affirmative defense to arbitrary and capricious challenges that, 
when successful, would lead to a much more deferential review. As a result 
of this defense, if an agency takes the initiative to create and document an 
excellent, structured decision process to develop its algorithmic tool, it would 
be insulated from most litigation risks associated with its technical analyses. 
Accountable decision processes thus become a benefit, rather than a cost to 
a rational agency. Moreover, with all key choices out in the open, other forms 
of oversight—particularly by the political branches—will be able to engage 
to keep the agency’s choices rigorous and accountable.

2. INTERNAL LAW: CREATION OF A CENTRALIZED, FEDERAL 
EXPERT OFFICE
A second reform focuses on shoring up the agencies’ “internal law” govern-
ing algorithmic tools. To that end, we recommend the creation of a pragmat-
ically oriented federal office or institute that, among its functions, provides 
assistance to agencies in ensuring inclusive, democratic engagement in the 
algorithmic tools used for policy. Some members of Congress have already 
recommended the creation of a centralized, federal expert office to assist and 
encourage agencies’ use of algorithmic tools, but these congressional propos-
als are generally silent on the need for the office to also assist agencies with 
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the very challenging task of ensuring meaningful public participation.112 
In terms of general function, the new office would encourage greater 

agency innovation in the inclusive development of algorithmic tools in 
the policymaking process by offering one-to-one expert staff assistance 
and developing a wealth of technical resources to catalyze interagency 
partnerships. The office might even provide an internal, expert “certifica-
tion” process that reviews particularly important agency uses of algorithmic 
tools consistent with its own guidelines—particularly regarding engaging 
meaningful public participation—to provide the tools with more insulation 
against unfair stakeholder attack and political pressure. The office would be 
an important resource for providing valuable input to the National Artificial 
Intelligence Initiative (NAII) and the Center for Strategic Foresight of the U.S. 
Government Accountability Office (GAO), among others. 

3. PROVENANCE AS A CROSS-CUTTING ISSUE
Decisions are made at each stage of the algorithmic tool development pro-
cess, including which stakeholders should be included, whether the agency 
should adopt AI for a task, the reasons for the adoption of specific algorithms, 
the choice of data sets, etc. This chain of decisions is the soul of the final 
algorithmic tool.113

Agencies should thus be expected to provide a provenance statement 
that documents all such decisions taken throughout the development and 
use of algorithmic tools, as well as identifies all the contributors and review-
ers who contributed at each step.114 Building on the scientific journal’s use of 
authorship and conflicts of interest disclosures, for example, each contribu-
tor and reviewer could also be identified with at least this information, along 
with a link to his or her specific contribution in the larger project. Provenance 
statements could be required through an executive order, adopted informally 
by agencies, or might even be required through legislation.

B. Ensuring diverse participation by experts and 
publics
Ensuring that all affected stakeholders and diverse experts are adequately 
consulted in the development of algorithmic tools will require additional 
adjustments to the administrative process. We begin with the most difficult 
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challenge first—engaging meaningful public participation. 

1. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN AGENCIES’ USE OF 
ALGORITHMIC TOOLS
Even with structured, accessible decision processes and the disclosure of 
provenance, a passive approach to public engagement may still lead to 
underrepresentation of thinly financed groups in the development and 
oversight of algorithmic tools to inform policy decisions. One of the goals of 
best practices is to infuse balanced and diverse participation by the public 
throughout the process. To that end, we offer two parallel tracks of recom-
mendations to ensure more complete, inclusive public engagement.

First, the agency should map—ex ante—where the most vital roles for 
public engagement lie in the development of a given algorithmic tool, and 
then use that map to actively solicit meaningful and diverse public delib-
erations on key issues. In at least one EPA program (setting of ambient air 
quality standards), the EPA provides a preliminary template for how this 
could be done. In that program, the agency conducts an initial “scoping” 
session in an open meeting with policymakers and any interested publics. 
(Ideally, the agency would actively solicit and even subsidize participation 
to ensure that all relevant views are present). This scoping session results 
in a written, elaborate “planning” document that frames the questions and 
public preferences to guide subsequent technical analyses and models.115 
The agency concludes its use of models with a final, scientifically peer-re-
viewed report that has as its sole purpose “translating” the scientific work 
into terms that lay persons, including policymakers and attentive publics, 
would understand.116

In identifying targeted opportunities for public input and engagement, 
the agency should also design the deliberations to be meaningful. Rather 
than a pro forma fishbowl-transparency approach to participation, for exam-
ple, the agency should engage the full range of stakeholders, even if some 
outreach is needed to ensure the broader publics’ views are adequately rep-
resented in the deliberations. Indeed, this showing of inclusive, meaningful 
deliberations could then be part of the affirmative defense for the “excellent 
decision processes” just discussed to legally reward (and encourage) agen-
cies for more inclusive regulatory deliberations.
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Second, it may be necessary to provide subsidies to support participa-
tion by thinly financed affected stakeholders and/or institutionalize publicly 
appointed advocates to engage on their behalf.  Given the institutional iner-
tia that appears to favor the agencies’ underutilization of algorithmic tools 
for the public interest, these subsidies and supports for the broader public 
should not only target algorithmic tools undergoing development but should 
reach early into the agencies’ decision process to ensure that the tools are not 
being sidelined or overlooked when they could be used to solve intractable 
data shortages and other problems.

2. EXTERNAL EXPERT OVERSIGHT 
There are ongoing disagreements about the normative desirability of politi-
cal control over FACA-based science advisory boards, as well as what shape 
reform might take.117 We simply flag the potential biasing effects that the 
current FACA approach could have in agencies’ development of rigorous 
and accountable models. Given the narrow scope of our study, however, we 
must save this larger reform project for other analysts.118

C. Bottom-Up: Privately produced algorithmic tools 
used by agencies
Agencies will not be the only parties preparing algorithmic tools for use 
in policy. Regulated parties, trade associations, think tanks, educational 
institutions, and some public groups will also innovate in developing their 
tools, data sets, and corresponding models designed to inform policy.119

1. MAINSTREAM APPROACHES
In using privately developed algorithmic tools for regulation,120 the private 
sponsor/author should be required to demonstrate full compliance with a 
rigid set of best practices. As the use and complexity of AI-generated models 
increase, the burden of evaluating privately produced algorithmic tools will 
quickly become far too high to place on agencies and other, skeptical stake-
holders. By placing the burden on private sponsors/authors to document 
algorithmic tools’ integrity as a condition to their use in regulation, legal 
responsibility is placed on the party best able to do this work. 
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2. OPENING THE DOOR TO PUBLIC STAKEHOLDER 
PARTNERSHIPS IN DEVELOPING ALGORITHMIC TOOLS
In some settings, agencies may utilize proprietary algorithmic tools provided 
by private organizations, in spite of the fact that these tools cannot be scru-
tinized by all participants due to intellectual property protections. When 
this occurs, agencies should be required to subsidize public stakeholders 
to develop their own, open source algorithmic tools that could be used in 
place of the proprietary tools. Stakeholders could involve partnerships of 
civil society actors, educational institutions, and regulated entities. This 
approach should help counteract the ability of private technology companies 
to monopolize policy deliberations using proprietary tools. Facilitating these 
alternative, public models also tracks best practices by incorporating added 
hypotheses and alternatives into the decision process.

D. General recommendation
The adoption of algorithmic tools throughout the vast U.S. bureaucracy will 
not occur overnight. Agencies are confronting a number of new challenges, 
including building in-house expertise, locating or creating reliable data sets, 
and adjusting their decision processes.121 Moreover, since many agencies are 
considerably ahead of others and their algorithmic needs are different, there 
is no one-size-fits-all approach.

Therefore, going forward, it is important for the U.S. to institute two 
tracks for assessing the agencies’ use of algorithmic tools. The first track 
would consist of an ongoing, ACUS-styled study of agencies’ use of these 
algorithmic tools over time—perhaps focusing on algorithmic tools used by 
a few representative agencies as set against the best practices. The second 
track would assess all agencies’ readiness to absorb AI and recommend how 
to better prepare them to use these new tools in effective and accountable 
ways.122 

Both assessments will likely flag new, unexpected challenges and prob-
lems occurring within agencies, as well as showcase ways that agencies 
are rising to the challenges by developing innovative ways to ensure the 
accountability and public benefits of their algorithmic tools. Only through 
this “real-time” assessment can we be sure we are making the most of these 
new technologies, while simultaneously protecting against the very real risk 
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that some of these tools might be used in ways that undermine the vital goal 
of accountable agency decision-making.

IV. CONCLUSION

Decades of experience using mechanistic models to support environmental and 
public health regulations expose numerous cracks in the administrative law 
system, with respect to encouraging the accountable use of complex, technical 
tools. As the applications of AI/ML grow, these cracks in the system could become 
fissures. Fortunately, emerging consensual best practices drawn from the literature 
help identify means for significantly improving the accountable development of 
algorithmic tools for regulation. We offer preliminary recommendations for how we 
might better align legal rules with these best practices, in order to encourage and 
support the agencies’ uses of these new technologies to advance the public interest 
in the future. Are we asking too much? Given the risks to basic democratic values 
from the unwise or inadequate use of these new, important tools in regulation, the 
need for targeted legal reforms seems well worth the investment. 
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